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ABSTRACT 

FIELD AIR LEAKAGE OF NEWLY INSTALLED RESIDENTIAL WINDOWS 
By 

J. L. Weidt, J. Weidt, S. Selkowitz 

Air leakage characteristics of 192 new windows installed in new residential 
construction representative of those units commonly installed in the 
Minneapolis/St. Paul Metropolitan Area have been measured and evaluated. 
The tested windows represented all major operation types, window material 
types and manufacturers represented in this market segment. 

The air leakage data obtained in the field were compared to industry and 
government standards and manufacturers reports for reference. Window 
operation type, manufacturer, installation, construction material and 
window defects were analyzed in detail to determine their effects on air 
leakage. 

The results of the project indicate that the air leakage of installed 
windows can be significantly higher than might be expected from laboratory 
tests. Window operation type was the prime variable in explaining the air 
leakage performance • 

(1) John L. Weidt; John Weidt Associates; Chaska, Minnesota 
(2) Jenny Weidt; John Weidt Associates; Chaska, Minnesota 
(3) Stephen Selkowitz; Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; Berkeley, California 

The work described in this report was funded by the Office of Buildings and 
Community Systems, Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Solar 
Applications of the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No. 
W-7405-ENG-48. 



INTRODUCTION 
Recent events underlining the dependence of the United States on dwindling 
energy resources has increased the need to identify areas in which energy 
wastes can be curtailed. Historically, little consideration has been 
given the energy effectiveness of windows in the design and construction of 
buildings. Little is known about the installed performance of windows and 
no regulations or standards exist that mandate specific performance 
requirements of windows once installed. Little data is available relating 
laboratory performance of a window to its installed performance in the 
field. A pilot program was begun by the United States Department of Energy 
(USDoE) and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) to investigate the air 
leakage performance of new windows being installed into new construction in 
the Minneapolis/St. Paul area. This paper describes work performed by John 
Weidt Associates, Inc. and Twin City Testing & Engineering Inc. for the 
Minnesota Energy Agency (MEA), under contract to Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory as a part of the US DoE/LBL Energy Efficient Windows Program. 
The project focused on the air leakage performance of new residential 
windows and compared the field test results with industry and government 
standards and manufacturers reports for reference. 

A cross-section of wood and aluminum windows representative of the most 
commonly installed. new residential window units in the Minneapolis/St. Paul 
Metropolitan Area was tested. The tested windows represented all major 
operation types and included tests of windows made by all major 
manufacturers marketing residential windows in the test area. The field 
testing was performed at 58 new construction sites; single family homes, 
townhouses, low and high rise apartments and condominiums. 192 windows 
were field tested for sash/frame leakage. 

FIELD PROCEDURES 
Pressure and temperature differences· between the exterior and interior of a 
building induce air leakage through its envelope. Prime locations for this 
leakage are the cracks between the various parts of the window unit such as 
between the sash and frame. The purpose of this study was to determine the 
amount of air passing through these locations in the window unit and to 
obtain a better understanding of the relative contribution of such factors 
as window design, manufacturer and installation. 

All field work and tests of leakage and exfiltration were made according to 
a standard test method based on American Society for Testing and Materials 
ASTM E-283 modified for field conditions. All results were standardized to 
account for atmospheric temperature and pressure conditions. The test 
process involved construction of a test chamber by sealing a sheet of 
plastic to the int~rior window frame. A negative pressure between the 
plastic and the window was then created to simulate a pressure difference 
equivalent to that of a 25 mph wind on the exterior of the unit. The amount 
of air flowing through the sash/frame crack of the window unit was then 
measured and the leakage rate calculated. While under pressure, the 
exterior perimeter of the window unit was examined with smoke to help 
determine areas of leakage. The window was examined before and after 
testing for flaws such as missing or damaged weatherstripping. Weather 
data, site and test conditions were systematically recorded. After testing 
was completed, the data were input into a comput~r and compiled for 
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analyses. 

Field Tests - Comparison With Reference Values 
The air leakage data obtained in the field were compared to industry and 
government standards and manufacturer's reports for reference. Window 
associations such as National Woodwork Manufacturers Association (NWMA) and 
Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers Association (AAMA) have certification 
requirements that a window, when tested in a laboratory, perform within the 
specified maximum limit of .50 cfm/lfc (cubic feet of air per minute per 
linear foot of crack of operable sash). A number of public standards such 
as National Council of States on Building Codes and Standards (NCSBS) Model 
Energy Code, American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and 
Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Standard 90-75, U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development Minimum Property Standards (HUD MPS) and U.S. 
Federal Housing Administration Minimum Property Standards (FHA MPS) require 
certification of a product line through laboratory testing. Manufacturers 
frequently reference these air leakage testing results in their advertising 
by either stating that they meet or exceed the standards of .50 cfm/lfc or 
by publishing laboratory test results for a particular model of their 
product line. 

Although these standards and reports are based on a laboratory testing 
situation and do not necessarily relate to the performance of a window once 
it has been installed, designers and builders who specify and purchase 
windows frequently assume that these laboratory test results are indicative 
of the window's field performance capabilities and make their selections 
accordingly. The purpose of this portion of the study was to compare the 
actual measured field air leakage performance of installed windows with 
these laboratory test based reference values. 

The average air leakage rate of all windows tested was .52 cfm/lfc. 40% of 
all windows tested possessed air leakage characteristics higher than the 
industry and government standards of .50 cfm/lfc. The field air leakage 
performance of the windows ranged from .01 cfm (an extremely tight window) 
to 2.28 cfm/lfc (an extremely leaky window) while manufacturers' 
performance specifications ranged from .01 cfm/lfc to .50 cfm/lfc. The 
leakage rate of 60% of the windows tested exceeded the specifications 
published by their manufacturers. Figure 1 compares the actual field 
performance of each window to manufacturer, industry and government 
references. 

After ascertaining the field performance of the tested windows the data 
were analyzed to find reasons for the range and level of air leakage 
performance. Window operation type, manufacturer, installation, 
construction material and window defects were analyzed in detail to 
determine their relationships on air leakage. 

ANALYSIS OF VARIABLES 

Field Air Leakage Performance Related to Window Operation Types 
Results of the field tests were grouped by window operation type to 

identify patterns of air leakage performance. Analysis of 'the data 
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indicated that the primary operation type of the window (casement, slider, 
or hung) was the most important variable in explaining a window's air 
leakage performance. Figure 2 illustrates the relative performance by 
window operation type, and shows the average air leakage performance of 
casement windows to be .23 cfm/lfc, double sliders to be .61 cfm/lfc, 
double hung to be .72 cfm/lfc, single sliders to be .79 cfm/lfc, and single 
hung to be .96 cfm/lfc. Table 1 lists the range, mean and standard 
deviation of the field results. 

When compared on the basis of air leakage expressed in cfm/lfc, 
casement windows far out-performed sliders, and sliders generally 
out-performed hung windows, irrespective of all other observed variables, 
such as the material the window was made of, the manufacturer of the 
window, or the installer of the window. Manufacturers who made casement, 
slider and hung windows generally produced casement windows with lower air 
leakage rates than their sliders, while their slider windows generally had 
a lower air leakage rate than their hung windows. A comparison between the 
field air leakage data and the manufacturer's reference specifications 
showed that, with the exception of casement windows, the majority of all 
operation types tested had higher air leakage rates than indicated by the 
manufacturers' reference. In all, 33% of the casement windows, 70% of the 
double slider windows, 79% of the double hung windows, 84% of the single 
slider windows, and 100% of the single hung windows had higher field air 
leakage rates than the manufacturer's laboratory report. 

Air Leakage Performance of Window Construction Material 
Field windo_w performance data were grouped by window operation type 

and __ then material subtype - aluminum, wood or clad wood - to identify 
patterns of cperformance. When more than one material type populated an 
op~ration type, such as a mix of aluminum and wood single sliders or wood 
and clad wood casements, there was no particular patte~n, of orie material 
type to out-perform the other material type. Table 2 lists the range, 
mean,, standarg de.v:!,~_tion and air leakage perfor'mance of .tn~ 'v_arious window 

-types studied • .. Shown under each major operation type is the performance o-f 
the window material subtype. Particular care should be exercised when 
examining relative performance by material type within the single and 
double slider wi~dow categori~~Y.: ... ~~-~aking ~t.hese c'a,~egori~s-; qown . ~Y.tl'fer by 
manufacturer, :rt ~appears that • sh±:ft>s"· in ·relative· per formance · oetwe~n -gr,oups 
o-f windows w;Lt.hi-p i any ~ ope!' a ti.on typer appears to bE:! m~.re . a. fur;~ct_iot1 of 
_m_aniif~o-~ur.~r; ... than:. of-• construct:ion mater·ial. Tabl-e 3 .. il-lu ~ tfa'tes_ thi,s 
trend. - :b·:.: c.-,.-;·• : .. 

.. <( t :" ·l~'"" 
l t.. .. , ,.. • ~. C: ..,. - ~. ::· { ~. ;. ,( -' .. ~ • 

fle~b . ~i~. L~~k~ge ~-erf;·r~~nce. R~~alte'a~ to ~~ihd6w- Mam.lfacti,ife~>- ..... : ~ r I ·~~ 
· : . ... .Eacli'-_~oper.at ~pn· ~tlYP~ of ~ eaoh ,-of rthe 16 ·'manu.fac'et..irers in~tn~ . study. _ wa~ 
~9_~1~yzea . ~~ . 1 .t~: ~.'-:'formanc~ ·c?mpar-ed · b~ t.h~ ~v~rag~ -~ ~et-,fo,rm~z:c~1 - ~t" 'th~~ 
Operation type. All opera.t1J;!On-.. t ypes. ·('5 -f.:. fdur ·o-rf ·U1e manufacturers had 
better than average air leakage performance; all operation types of four of 
the manufacturers had average air leakage perfo~mance and . fou ~ . 

ma,r:Wf:~9.t~r:~£.~ pr<?duced f'~:Lndows,_ (M~os·e; Epet'~6r_t6"a ces ~~er..e e_~n~isteri't ty, ·.· or-s-~ 
t}1ap a~erage,. Th~ P?O<!:t,t.c;t ·line of th'e: : reilfa~hirrg • four manufacturers d1d n~t 
fdJlow ""the .~aboye ,p~ttenn; the. performance 0 r~·:o-per"a t ±"?tt tY.:pes prod~<;ed by 
ea;_q_h ,of these,_)llfil'}.~fact'-lr-ers,.·.v-a-!Hllated fro·m li>~low to abo-ve average. The 
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pattern of performance of the product lines of the manufacturer could 
generally be ranked by the window design in that, each manufacturer's 
casement window normally out-performed his double slider and his double 
slider normally out-performed his double-hung window. 

In addition to the tendency of certain manufacturers to produce 
product lines with lower or higher air leakage rates than the average, 
there appeared to be a trend for certain manufacturers to out-perform other 
manufacturers within a specific operation type. This trend was not 
necessarily consistent across window operation types; manufacturer A's 
casement may out-perform manufacturer B's casement, while manufacturer B's 
double-hung may out-perform manufacturer A's double hung. 

A series of tests was designed to investigate the decline in 
performance, if any, of a window between the time i t is manufactured and 
the time it is installed. Twenty-five windows were tested randomly at 
three .different manufacturer's plants. The results of these factory tests 
were compared to results obtained on similar windows tested in the field. 
Table 4 illustrates the results of these tests which indicate an average 
decline in performance of approximately 29~ between factory and field. 

Field Air Leakage Performance Related to Installation Techniques 
The 192 windows in this study . were installed by 28 different 

contractors, a minimum of three and a maximum of 21 window tests per 
contractor. In eleven situations, encompassing 39 window tests, one 
manufacturer's window type was installed by more than on.e contractor. In 
eight of these eleven cases theie was no significan~ difference in the 
average performance of three ,window units inst~lled by one ~ontractor 
compared to three similar units installed by the second contractor. In 'the 
remaining three sets of tests, one manufacturer's mode I was instal lea by 
three different ~ontract9rs . The performance of two of these three sets of 
'windows were very similar, but the set of windows installed by the third 
<! on tractor "haq q,ver 50% more air ~.leakage than: the·' windows installed by the 

••f.i:rs;t tWo',.<?O"?traqtOrS o ,
1 

• r . , :• . . 1: .. !"• 

( .. ..___ .:.., ~ ~ ., 

Field A'ir 'LeaR~ge Per.f~rinance Relat:ed . to C~nstructibn· Def-ects ' ' · 
- ··ttrb:e f i"'E:rld ~nspection of the · tested <windows r-evea led 'a number of 

anonio;lres :;\l"ch a§ ~rea"s .of exc~ssive le.akage~ and physical defe'ct's in 
'we at ttef's tr i "ppl ng , ·hardw.are, an4 ~a~h. fit that. the te"stlng :persbnri~l ' lr~Yt 
may h<{ve si gnificant "impact on the performance of the windows tested •. _ . l 

Physical defects in the tested window units were observ:?, to r~ ?-a,~~.)~ 
locations of exg~~~i ve , air .. . l!3~kage. :_¥~.~o.ugli_ -~'"~ :t:~J{ :M.. the 1:.de£..e::ts ,aw·ea·red 
to be. a r~~!Jl ~.:..:.o f!- atrtrne _ .F tne -~l.Jld..ow ;:duri'hg :i:rist·a~rationf':·t"he nfa'J9ri~~ 
aj'Pre~i"'~d ·· ~8-· ~a:v·r · .Q~~n ., tg~ :- ~>'es~;I; t -o:f Jt-he -. manu£a"i0 1rtl ~ 'i.~:f pr~?~s~: 0 "'.:'nl£88 
~a:rtt_,g,l1Jc;t~ ;dce~tj,ci~~ 'g~r.e ~most; , ~qmm_q_n]Q~ tP?senv:ecf~:-~ : · ~~ : " , ;cr~·::·' :-B': .·,.l-~ -tr-~u 

· 0 -· :..~ .. :- : 8 · "::.r.· , ... _~ · ~c e~ · sl'_.:. · ~. - .: . 
·.;. •: "1 :. ~ t;~; '1"~ rl('•......_,J;;,'.. :- ' _ · · .... j f'"': f1t:rr 

.' - - c f i (. !....; ~;. :-: • p. ', - ' l. ... 

Weather'strii Disdgoti~v.ity~~ ·· ::.TQJi:;· ¥~a~ner::~trip{ili:ng seal"'aro6~dl fea'kr ~tJq.'6w~ 
W~S . fr~_qUently dl~!1-B.I?-t ~uops~ .. _;f-1o~- ·C®Unonl:y Jth~s :·oe'~ur:~ed, ·:~t . SaS~ 1 ~0rne~~·, ,, 
where tne weatherst.r. ~.p . . a t:, -t-he- cJa.mo : was not. 1n the same 'tH·aJne as th~-•· . . ',. a . . - .! .. -. _, • . - . . ~- · • . •.. 

we a thEH'.s tr ~p , ~ J ·,} he he~d .0.1'-< s:ilh T:lrere ·wepe ralso --cases· where the 
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weatherstrip was cut shorter than the sash, allowing a gap to occur at the 
corners. 

Sash Fit. The "tightness" by which the sash held the weatherstrip in 
contact with its mee~ing surface had particular significance in leakage at 
the sill and meeting rail. A loose sash allowed gaps between the sashes or 
sash and frame which could not be sealed by the weatherstrip. The 
squareness of the sash in the frame affected leakage at corners, 
particularly in double slider windows, where out-of-square sash allo~ed 
large corner leakage. 

Hardware Seal. In certain instances, locking hardware failed to seal the 
window shut and, instead, forced the sash away from the frame or meeting 
rail, creating poor weatherstrip contact. 

The performance of windows of each operation type with observed 
anomolies was compared to the average performance of that operation -type. 
The results of this analysis indicate that the greatest observed excess 
leakages occurred primarily at the corners of the windows and along the 
head, meeting rail and sill, and that these observed excess leakages 
usually related to a window with greater air leakage than average. Table 5 
illustrates this trend. Excessive observed leakage was related to 
weatherstrip discontinuity, sash fit and hardware seal in a number of 
cases. 

Field Performance Expressed by Varying Air Leakage Rates 
At the current time, all standards and specifications for evaluating 

window air leakage are based on a per linear foot of crack calculation 
which expresses the air leakage (in cubic feet ~ per minute) that will pass 
.through the sash/frame crack under a pressure equivalent to a simulated 25 
_mph wind. Although this measurement of a window's air leakage performance 
is reasonable in an absolute sense, it can be misleading if used as 
criteria when selecting between two window types such as single sliders and 
double sliders. These two types of windows, as an example, may have 
exactly the same dim,ensions, nowevet', when . the . air leak~ge , ~:;!· galcula~.ed 
via; the crack length· method·; ·the -:..q.out:>re>sfide:r-· wi-rL ~ppear-tQ;l)et'~fo-rin mu-ch 

1 bet_,~e~ . th~n . the single ;lider ~;erely · oe_ ca~~e . al.lowance i~. 1 ~iven . for the 
addit~onal ' crack length. Refer to Figure 3 wh~ch . compar,e.::! the . crack 
lengths of various window types of equal area. · .. .. 

Technical differences in the .defin.i tions of si~gle and ·dou li>le 
operating units can lead to additional ·g.onfusion. - -"= :. ~o=r .:. i~"St-ance- , -·~ bine side 

'·· · sl1.d\ing ~ wfnddws ... obse·r~ed. ··duriqg ~he fi.e~~- testing1 appear-ed to be. double 
··· s 1£d'et"~n·d·Swi -·as both sashe.s ··wer;_·equj,pped_ with hqr.dwa'r;e a,nd. tr~ck ; _ 9ne 

:·sa~Yi,!'no\l{evtit, Was fi'e'ld in pli ce ,witi\' ~~t sc·reW.s~ ;· ,.The manuf~C.t).lrey: . ~f.ined 
--t:n·~.s c~1 ~ow~~s a: ·.s,frlgl~ · ~.l.i'dt;!,~ •. E. ·oth~~ . side sl:J,dfn~ "·wiydows jt:ere. oQi=l~t'v,ed 

· }§ · wh~?h ; ~~fy: , ne: ·s~:~h -~~" eq u~pP.~q 'ii ~p a ,;~~il ,1wi:?.t h .; ~ra'~l;c. , ~.h.e .. tl)~ c ~ . !_p r 
~ 1 t:h; , -~ ~,?,<~n~,~~~~~ ~xt·~~ dEf~· ,to~'\pnJ.y J'l?. -~M: wi~~q ~~ ~the: .fr~me1 ,~pd.- _tbe , sa-sh 
: . ,a~~ ~~- ·n~~dw:a:re .-£~an·ct:~e~, etq. ~ ;fop op~r·~~iJ:~n . Nq1,1etty~~.~s~(; t h~ sash. ff~ s 

·unr·est·ra:rned .. _ hthe Jn'lanufactu""r"er defined the unit as a , ~ .ou,.ble slider.. 
Identification and performance cai"culatio'h~' of all -windows t ested in this 
project were based upon the manufacturer's definitions of his window types. 
The air leakage rates of the two windows above were thus related to the 
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appropriate crack length for single and double slider windows, 
respectively. In analyzing the performance of these two particular types 
of windows, the "double" slider out-performed the 11 single" sl i der on the 
basis of air leakage per linear foot of crack (the double slider had over 
69% more crack length and thus the total air leaking through the unit could 

-be divided by this substantially greater crack length). When these two 
windows were compared on the basis of air leakage per glazed or ventilating 

· area, however, the single slider substantially out-performed the double 
slider. 

The air leakage rates were calcu l ated i n three different ways; per 
linear foot of crack, per square foot of window sash area, and per square 
foot of ventilating area. Table 6 lists the average a i r leakage 
performance of the major operation types measured in this study expressed 
in terms of linear foot of crack, square foot of sash area, and square foot 
of free ventilating area. A graphic representation varying the expression 
of air leakage performance is given in Figure 4. Large shifts in relative 
performance, dependent on the expression of leakage used, can be observed, 
par ticularly in the following areas: 

Single Slider Relative to Double Slider Windows. When air leakage is 
expressed per linear foot, the leakage rate of the double slider is 72% 
that of the single slider. When the air leakage is expressed as a function 
of either sash or vent area, the roles reverse and the leakage of the 
single slider is 62% and 60% that of the double slider, respectively. 

Single Hung Relative to Double Hung Windows. When air leakage is 
- expressed per l i near foot, the l eakage rate of the double hung is 66% that _ 

of the s i ngle hung. When the air leakage is expressed as a function of 
either sash or vent area, the roles reverse ~nd the leakage of the single 
hung is 81% and 84% that of the double hung, respectively. 

~ . 

(" '\ ... . 
• • '• . • ~ - j " 'I '. .., J .• ! , 

'·' "Casement Winddws ''Relative to ' All Other Windows. Whether the 
.· ::;expr'e' ss ed'; per linear·f'oot, ''Sa.sh" are'a or ventil~t l ng _area, 
~ · 'casement window out~perform~ the ave'r~ge of: ·-the _next hi ghes t 
~; window ·operat'ior( type.~ ·' ; . , c· '-· . ... , 

l eakage is 
the ay.erage 
per fo t:_.m i ng 

AIR ' UEAKJ(GE ~PERFORMANCE <oF FIXED _: SASH . ;_.. . ~ • _ iE' . • - . 

' :S i ,x ·~· f ·~~ e·~ :· -w i t?:ctow ' un.i t ,s wer 1:, ~ e·ste;d . for th.veir . ,,i.Q stallJt~ .. ~ir, :t .~:?kage 
; performance. Table r!7 i llustrates 'the results. Tne .f'ixed windows. ,:. t..ested 
·::· ~·~·x tp: ·pi_~ ~.~~ ~~ e:~~l~v~\Y. · ·poor~'·cf~l ~i~ak·a~~ c,tia ~aRtej\~.t ~ c ~.: c.9Ji.~{<6~-r-~~.& ;~~he 
~--:~1~ iv~ ~aS'e: · wit_~ , wiHq~' q:xe~ :~a~-~ , ~b.o"Lil~.:.€e ,ab f:_ r:t~ .be_ s~~l~_.~ }~t..o _t}? -~ir 

l'_,r!'~es < ·~:~akage: .o( -f~E! ~nt s :W'R~· "usl:l~~l"Y. toca,1i~.d ~-b~h . s~okf! :~nd : q?fr..U ~t:_ed 
n~ar.:~~r~et-~ b~~~l:i . a~. · ~~e · :~.tY1~t~~;.sa.~ ~flq:~e nd~~~ ~~a:s~D·,r;~m~- ::~'te r: t:a.:~E1:~ rrT}le 

: -p·oo l"'e _s.tl~erf·or_~_er .. "d ~<!_,pot · ~,p-p~er~•~ · ~o; ?_a"t~ .5-;~n~:_.~~q.up,, se~~!l~ · tt~,t lr:en sJtP.e 
g~azing ~?, . -~~e ,. s~~h, .~~~ ~ .:~.t~~:~Jl}~ \. !1car_dq~q_~q , .cR~l q1 .J~as_i~. ~-~ o:~ q~err:G.ed 

. '5etw~en the·· ~as~ ~d \ l te J.I)l ~s~~~~~C:l i~ t}}Cl,~S :. ~ -:_ . : · ~ ._ ,1 1,(, . 1:::-: • r . .., --·~·~ 
. · ' 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Conclusions and recommendations have been based upon experimental results 
and observations made during this project. It must be emphasized that 
these observations are based upon a sample window population in a specific 
geographical location, although we believe the results to be broadly 
applicable to similar populations in other locales. 

A comparison of the performance of the windows studied to the laboratory 
based manufacturer's published air infiltration data, NWMA & AAMA 
certification specifications, HUD, FHA MPS, and the Minnesota State 
Building Code (based on ASHRAE 90-75) clearly indicate that the field 
performance of a unit can be far different from these reports. A large 
percentage of the windows tested had air leakage in excess of these 
standards and reports. The contractors and installers participating in the 
study expressed that they relied upon these reports to give an indication 
of field performance and that they used this information as a basis for 
window selection. 

The performance of a window is primarily affected by its operation type. 
Casement windows far out perform sliding and hung windows. 

:.The material of the window; that is wood, clad wood or aluminum, did not 
have significant impact on the measured performance of the windows. 

Air leakage observed through the use of smoke and/or infrared thermography 
indicated that air leakage was not uniform around the sash perimeter. 
Areas of excessive air leakage occurred most freq~ently at corners, sills 
and meeting rails. Areas of excessive air leakage could frequentiy be 
related to weatherstrip, sash fit and hardware irregularities. 

Vary.ing the expression of air leakage rate between crack length, sash area 
and free ventilating area dramatically sh~fts the -relative performance of 

~ ±.he ':tested window operation types. Expressions of air flow per linear foot 
of crack do not give a ready understanding of the total leakage- perfor·ina~<?e 

-< of ;a window relative to the 'more. common way of thinking of windows'-- area. 
Technical variations in the def,il'\ition of wi{ldow operatiol'l ~ypes '""between 
m:-anufacturers ·, and thus the d~finition of crack ,~·length, adds ' 'to the 
confusion when a designer or contractor chooses a window. 
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Hallberg, Erickson & Associates; Mechanical Engineers; A.A. Sakhnovsky, 
Construction Research Laboratories, Inc.; Richard Spronz, Architect; George 
Tamura, National Research Council of Canada; Robert Rogers, State of 
Minnesota, Building Codes Division (deceased) 

' Additional persons who contributed a great deal to the success of this 
pr:oj,ect and whom we wish to acknowledge are: 

The window manufacturers and distributors and area builders who 
willingly co-operated by volunteering their time and testing sites ·for '• this 
program. 

Al Ma:zig of Twin City Testing and Eng_~neeri~g Inc. for .his expertise ~in 

., ,testi~g each window. ·· 
:. , . Bobb Sax·l~er;;. Craig Norsted .and Karen Brinkhaus for ,their lqpg . hours in 
· the~ fieJ~. - ·, "' · 1

' • -~~ 
· · :Jess ,Oumq;gen ' and ::- ~bel Ouanes df· thEf"Minnesota Energy Agency for their 
, statist1-paJ; eXpE;!_rtise.. -. 
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Table 1 
Field Results: Comparison of Window Types 
(Data for Figure 2) 

No of 
Window T~Ee Tests Range 

All Windows 192 .01 - 2.28 
Casements 79 .01 - .58 
Double Sliders 33 017 - 1.90 
Double Hung 38 .22 - 2.06 
Single Sliders 31 .30 - 2.28 
Single Hung 11 .68 - 1.37 

-10-

.. 

Range of 
St. Dev. Mean 

.13 - .92 .52 

.11 - .35 .23 

.27 - .96 .61 

.31 - 1.14 0 72 

.38 - 1.19 .78 

.67 - 1. 25 .96 



.. 

Table 2 
Air Leakage Performance of Casement, Double Slider, Double Hung, Single 
Slider and Single Hung Windows and Material Types 

CASEMENT 
No of Range of 

Window TrEe Tests Ranse St. Dev. Mean " 

All Casements 79 .01 - .58 • 11 - .35 .23 
Wood Casement 47 .04 - .58 .14 - • 37 .26 
Wood Clad Casement 30 .01 - .49 .07 - .32 .19 
Wood Awning 2 • 10 - • 15 .09 - .16 .13 

DOUBLE SLIDER 

No of Range of 
Window TyEe Tests Raneze St. Dev. Mean 

All Double Sliders 33 .17 - 1.90 .27 - .96 .61 
Aluminum Double Sliders 6 .64 - .88 • 71 - .89 .80 
Wood Double Sliders 27 • 17 - 1. 90 .20 - .94 .57 

DOUBLE HUNG 

No of Range of 
Window Trpe Tests Raneze St. Dev. Mean 

All Double Hung 38 .22 - 2.06 .31 - 1.14 • 72 
Wood Double Hung 29 .22 - 2.06 .29 - 1. 16 • 72 
Wood Clad Double Hung 9 .31 - 1.30 .33 - 1.10 .72 

SINGLE SLIDER 

No of Range of 
Window TrEe Tests Raneze St. Dev. Mean 

All Single Sliders 31 .30 - 2.28 .38 - 1. 19 .78 
Aluminum Single Sliders 22 .30 - 2.28 .46 - 1. 29 .88 
Wood Single Sliders · 6 .30 - 1.09 • 18- .78 .48 
Wood Clad Single Slider 3 .60 - .89 .56 - .86 • 71 

SINGLE HUNG 

No .or_ Range of 
Window T:t:Ee Tests Ranse St. Dev. Mean 

Aluminum Single Hung 11 .68 - 1.37 .67 - 1.25 .96 
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Table 3 
Air Leakage performance of single and double slider windows as a function 
of both material type and manufacturer. 

DOUBLE SLIDER 

Window Type 

All Double Sl. 
Aluminum 
Wood 

SINGLE SLIDERS 

Window T:t:pe 

All Single 
Aluminum 

Wood 

•. ' 
~ .. 

Sl. 

\" ~ ~ . _____ _..- ·-

.::. 

4 •• • 

L .I • 

... 
'I '· 

-\ .. 

No of 
Tests 

33 
6 
3 
3 
6 
3 
3 
3 
6 

No of 
Tests 

31 
4 
6 

12 
3 
6 

. -- ~ . -

·, . 

Range Mean 

.17 - 1.90 .61 

.64 - .88 .80 

.17 - .24 .20 

.35 - .51 .42 

.21 - .76 .49 

.55 - • 72 .63 

.28 - .44 • 34 

.46 - .53 .48 

.51 - 1. 90 1. 04 

Ranse Mean 

.30 - 2.28 • 78 

.30 - .50 .38 

.85 - 1 • 15 .97 

.62 - 2.28 .99 

.60 - .89 • 71 

.30 - 1.09 .48 

... r· _:,. 

I .... : 

,, .:. ~-

.• .... \.r-. ~. ):j•l'. -- ----· . -- ... ~-·-

· i 
. . : ('. ':- . . .. ·· :· ·~ 



Table 4 
Factory/Field Test Results 

Manufacturer Factory 
Window Type Mean Range 

A- Casement .26 .15 - .45 
- Double Slider .46 .37 - .62 

B - Clad Casement .03 .01 - .04 
- Double Hung .22 .19 - .26 

c - Clad Casement • 14 • 12 - • 16 
- Clad Double Hung .30 .24 - .37 

Table 5 
Performance of Windows with Defects 

NUMBER OF WINDOWS 
WINDOW WITH ONE OR MORE 
OPERATION TYPE OBSERVED DEFECTS 

CASEMENT 28% 

DOUBLE SLIDER 45% 

DOUBLE HUNG 82% 

SINGLE SLIDER 65% 

SINGLE HUNG 55% 

-13-

Field 
Mean Range 

.29 .26 - .34 

.49 .21 - .76 

• 14 .01 - .49 
• 27 .22 -

.31 .15 -

.34 .31 -

AIR LEAKAGE PERFORMANCE 
OF WINDOWS WITH DEFECTS 

• 35 

.46 

.39 

TO AVERAGE PERFORMANCE WITHIN 
OPERATION TYPE 

45% ABOVE AVERAGE 

AVERAGE 

7% ABOVE AVERAGE 

12% ABOVE AVER.AGE 

24% ABOVE AVERAGE 



Table 6 
Expression of Air Leakage Rate 
(Data for Figure 4) 

Method of Mean Results 
Calculation Casement Double 

Slider 

cfm/lfc .23 .61 
cfm/sf .34 .76 
cfm/vsf .34 1. 57 

Table 7 

Double Single Single 
Hunl!i Slider Hunl!i 

• 72 .78 .96 
1.02 .55 .88 
2.10 1.14 1. 77 

Results of Fixed Sash Related Via Crack Length and Sash Area 

Method Of 
Calculation 

cfm/lfc 
cfm/sf 

Range 

.11 - 1.21 

.12- 2.04 

-14-

Range Of 
Std. Deviation 

.11 - .81 
• 12 - 1. 34 

Mean 

.39 

.60 

l 
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6 4 4 

0.00 0.25 o.60 0. 7& LOO ,J.26 
cfm/linear foot of crack 

TEST RESULTS 

FIGURE 1 SCATTERGRAM OF FIELD RESULTS 
Results of each test are plotted relating their field test performance 
to manufacturer's specifications. Each number indicates that more 
than one result occurred at a given point. As an example, a point 
occurring at X:.75, Y:.25 means that the window's manufacturer 
reported a lab test at .25, the field-measured leakage of the unit was 
• 75. Points within the grey area relate to .tiJ.I)dows whose field air 
leakage wer~ __ greater than referenc!lL The i designate outliers. 

•. 
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ALL WINDOWS 
1t2TUTS 
16 IIANUPACTU1lJ:R8 

OASIIIINT WINDOWS 
79 TESTS 
11 MANUFACTURERS 

DOUBLE SLIDERS 
SSTBSTS 
8 IIANUP AOTURERB 

DOUBLE HUNG 
38 TESTS 
9 IIANUP ACTURERS 

! 

SINGLE SLIDERS 
81 TESTS 
6 IIANUF AOTURERS 

SINGLE HUNG 
11 TESTS 
2 MANUFACTURERS 

. ' 

. 
• INDUSTRY/ GOVU!niiNT i STANDA11118 

I 101AN 

D RAHOI 

~~tf:ilit ftANDABD DEVIATION 

·. 

1.0 1.5 -~·Q -- .2.6 
CTm I liaear foot of crack 

FIGUR~ 2 FIELD RESULTS: COMPARISON OF WINDOW TYPES 
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D 
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CASEMENT 
A (AREA): 12 SQUARE FEET 
L (CRACK LENGTH): 14 FEET 

SINGLE HUNG 
A: 12 SF 

DOUBLE HUNG 
A: 12SF 

V (VENTILATING AREA): 12 SF 
--- LOCATION OF CRACK 

DO 
SINGLE SLIDER 

A: 12 SF 
L: 10FT 
V: G SF 

L: 10FT· 
V:6SF 

DO 
DOUBLE SLIDER 

A: 12 SF 
L: 17FT 
V: 6SF 

L: 17FT 
V: 6 SF 

FIGURE 3 COMPARISON OF CRACK LENGTH, SASH AREA AND VENTILATING 
AREA OF TYPICAL OPERATION TYPES 

C-CASEMENT 
DS- DOUBLE SLIDER 
DH- DOUBLE HUNG 
BB- SINGLE SLI:PER 
SH- SINGLB BUNG 

C Ill DB SS SR 
EXPRESSED PER 
L.F~ OF CRACK 

C D6J DH S8 SH 
EXPRESSED PER 
S.F. OF GLAZED 
AREA 

FIGURE 4 EXPRESSIONS OF AIH LEAKAGE RATE 

C DS DH SS SH 
EXPRESSED PER 
S.F. OF 
VENTILATION 
AREA 

'The results of field testing new windows in new construction were 
qalculated via the three methods displayed above. 
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